Abstract. The parameters for a representative two-body Morse potential are determined for the solidified inert gases by fitting to O'K solid data. This is done using first the harmonic approximation and subsequently the first-order self-consistent harmonic approximation, which provides an upper limit to the anharmonic correction, to describe the solid at O'K. On comparing the two cases, the effect on the potential of neglecting anhannonicity is found to be insignificant for xenon and krypton, small for argon but most important for neon.
Introduction
Following recent advances in lattice dynamics (Choquard 1967 , Werthamer 1969 ) many calculations of the dispersion curves for the solidified inert gases have been made using a wide variety of lattice-dynamic models (Koehler 1969 , Gillis et al. 1968 , Goldman et al. 1968 , Werthamer 1969 , see also calculation in Leake et al. 1969) . The purpose of most of these calculations has been to examine the validity of the various models of dynamics used. Generally, anharmonic terms were found to be most important-particularly for neon where a sophisticated model is needed (Koehler 1969) .
The interatomic potentials employed in these calculations were obtained either by fitting the O O K properties of the solid or by fitting a mixture of solid and gas data. Here we attempt to complement these papers by examining the importance of the potential. This is done first by examining the effect of using a harmonic model to fit the 0 OK solid data and secondly by noting the variation of the dispersion curves with the potential used.
In the first part we determine two sets of parameters for a model Morse potential by fitting the 0 OK sublimation energy Lo, lattice spacing a, and inverse compressibility K ; The first set is found assuming a simple harmonic model at 0 OK (HA), the second assuming a first-order self-consistent harinonic model (SCHA). The reader is referred to detailed discussion of the SCHA (Werthamer 1969 a) but for the purposes here it is sufficient to note that the first order SCHA provides an absolute upper bound to the anharmonic correction to the harmonic dispersion curves and crystal energy. Thus by comparing the parameters obtained in the two cases we obtain an upper limit to the influence of anharmonicity and so can decide on the reliability of a harmonic model for determining the potential. The Morse potential is useful for two reasons. First it has a potentially more realistic repulsive part than the more common Mie-Lennard-Jones potentials, but is incorrect at large r. In a solid, particularly for dynamics, the repulsive part is most important and the long range part is not so critical. Secondly, in the treatment here, all integrations in the SCHA can be done analytically making the numerical work almost trivial.
In the second part, we calculate dispersion curves for neon using the two Morse potentials and three 6 ) potentials (determined previously using different models at 0 OK) to test whether such differences in potential significantly affect the dispersion curves.
In $ 2 the method used to obtain the potential is discussed in some detail so that its validity can be assessed and the resulting parameters are discussed $ 3. The dispersion curves for neon appear in figures 1 and 2, $ 4 .
Determination of Morse potential parameters

Harmonic Approximation
Assuming a Morse pair-wise potential the Hamiltonian for the solid is, writing A2 = h2/m,
I ~j with Expanding u(ri -rj) about the lattice points ri = Ri and writing ui = ri -Ri and ri -rj = vi,, this reduces in the harmonic approximation to u(r) = c[exp(-2y(r -r,)} -2exp{-y(r -r,)}]. For a lattice of identical atoms with N unit cells we may transform to normal coordinates Qkl using the unitary transformation
Since in these coordinates %h is a sum of simple harmonic oscillators with frequency
the ground state solution to the Schrodinger equation is (Maradudin et al. 1963) 
where G T u ' T -l , so that Q = T w +~T -' = G2, and the ground state energy is
To evaluate F , we use the Domb and Salter (1952) approximation which expresses the first moment of the frequency spectrum
G4
where q is the total number of atoms, in terms of the second moment p 2 ;
Here K is a constant which is largely independent of the spectrum itself. For an Einstein model K = 1, for a Debye model K = (15/16)'" = 0.96825 and for a computed spectrum Domb and Isenberg (1962) (see also Horton and Leech 1963) find K = 0.96421, the value we use here. Then, rewriting p2 using equations (5) and (4) the O' K free energy can be expressed solely in terms of the potential as
The three equations used to determine the three adjustable Morse parameters y, 6 and r, are
where ro = a0/42 is the interatomic spacing. The parameters were found following the method of Konowalow and Hirshfelder (1961) . t: and r, were found for arbitrary y by fitting to (9) and (10). The best y was then found by fitting (11). The data used in equations (9)-(11) are shown in table 1 and the resulting values of y, E-, and r, in table 2. The errors in the parameters shown are set by the data. 
The first-order self-consistent approximation
In this approximation we again assume that undamped phonons are a good description of the solid dynamics. However, rather than finding the frequencies using m u 2 = (T-'Q,T) with Q, given by equation (4), we now seek that set of frequencies (or force constants) which minimize the full crystal energy in equation (1).
The phonon picture is introduced by using as trial function the harmonic function (6); but now with G a variational parameter. Minimizing the trial free energy E,, is the calculated harmonic zero point energy found using the above parameters. E:ik is the sum of all even anharmonic terms which have been omitted from the present calculation; E$:h is the self consistent or minimized anharmonic energy and gives the best estimate of the anharmonicity ;
is the sum of the cubic and quartic terms F , and F, (with by differentiation with respect to G gives the relation for the force constants which minimize F:. For our purposes here the H A and SCHA models differ only in that (4) is replaced by (1 1).
As FT is an absolute upper bound to the ground state energy it must overestimate the vibrational energy, particularly the anharmonic part. The harmonic approximation neglects the anharmonic energy entirely. Thus by comparing the potential parameters obtained in the two approximations we will obtain an upper limit to the effect of anharmonicity on the potential.?
To evaluate (Olv(rij)(0) we make essentially an Einstein approximation to the trial function by neglecting off diagonal elements, that is where, using G = To' T -' , for cubic crystals Clearly, this approximation alone is not good enough as it destroys all long range correlation and will overestimate the vibrational energy. We may accurately determine this overestimate by examining the harmonic part of v(rij) which may be readily evaluated using both IO) and IE). Using unminimized A and G values (i.e. A and G values determined directly from the harmonic force constants (4)) we have We then find that the SCHA retains all even and neglects all odd anharmonic terms. Using perturbation theory we find even terms generally produce a positive shift to each frequency (Cowley 1968 ) (and to the total energy (Feldman and Horton 1967) ) and odd terms a negative shift.
where the last equality is obtained using the Domb and Salter (1952) approximation. Thus the exact harmonic expression is a factor of K 2 = 0929 smaller than the Einstein approximation to it. It is not possible to compare anharmonic terms explicitly, but using the pairing theorem we see that each term of order 2n is overestimated by less than about K'". If we now assume rather that all terms are overestimated by K 2 then we may correct for the error explicitly by writing
which is exact for the harmonic part and in error by less than about K-'("-I) for terms of order 2n.
In extensive calculations for a body-centred cubic lattice Koehler (1966 b) showed that the difference between the correlated and Einstein function zero-point energies increased by about 2 % on minimization. As the error is less in the more spherical face-centred cubic lattice and we make the approximation on about one half the zero-point energy, only an additional error of less than about 1 % will be introduced here on minimization. This quantity and the errors of K-'("-l) in anharmonic terms all overestimate the energy so that a strict upper bound is retained. The difference between the force constants evaluated in the two functions is negligible.
Using (13) for the force constants in the kinetic energy
Using the Einstein function, all integrations can be done analytically so that f is a simple function of A, y, E and rm. The potential parameters are then found by first determining A and its volume derivatives self-consistently using p1 = Kp; '' and (14) and (13); that is with the harmonic Morse parameters of 8 2.1 substituted in the potential. With these values of A, A' and A" inserted in f,"", equations (9)-(11) can be solved to find a new set of Morse parameters. With this new set of potential parameters, A, A' and A" are redetermined using (17) and this whole procedure repeated until convergent on a given set y, E, r, . The resulting values of y, E, r, are listed in table 3. Also, since the SCHA includes all even anharmonic terms and the HA excludes all these, then the difference, F,(SCHA) -F,(HA), gives the sum of even anharmonic terms.
Using the Morse potential parameters of table 2 and an unminimized A value (one calculated directly using (14), ( 5 ) and (4)) in F,(SCHA), the difference is the size of these terms as would be calculated using standard perturbation theory. This difference is listed in 3. Discussion of potential parameters 3.1. Comparison of harmonic and anharmonic cases On comparing tables 2 and 3, we see that the effect of anharmonicity on the parameters is negligible for xenon and krypton. For argon it is small, but perhaps significant in that the difference might be noticed in calculated dispersion curves. For neon the difference is pronounced, particularly for y. This means that for accurate calculation, a sophisticated approximation is needed to find the parameters.
Inclusion of anharmonicity most vitally affects y. This may be understood physically as the additional vibrational energy makes the lattice more rigid so that a potential with a softer core (smaller y) is needed to fit K;'. The additional vibration also tends to expand the lattice so the ratio (r,,/r,) increases. Finally as y is smaller, the core is less steep and the potential of longer range so that a smaller depth L is required to fit K ; '. Physically, it may seem odd that larger vibrational energy leads to a smaller 6 but this is entirely due to the change of y. If the y had been fixed at its harmonic value, a larger 6 would indeed be needed in the anharmonic case (see table 5).
Comparison with previous Morse parameters determinations
To compare with previous determinations, we have listed the Morse parameters obtained by Cotterill and Doyama (1967) and Konowalow and Hirschfelder (1961) for krypton in table 4. Konowalow and Hirshfelder determined L and r, by fitting a Debye model free energy to equations (9) and (10) and found y by fitting to the second virial coefficient. Thus the resulting potential reflects a mixture of gas and solid properties and, as we now suppose two-body potentials to be of model value only, this is perhaps less useful for predicting solid properties. The y in particular is different and this leads to a large difference in 6 . Cotterill and Doyama found the parameters using equations (9) to (11). However, the vibrational energy was neglected entirely and an earlier, much smaller, value of KT = 25.8 kbar was used. This value of K ; leads directly to a smaller y and consequently differing E with r, being larger as the lattice was static. 
Comparison with the anharmonic parameters of Brown
The only previous potential determination including anharmonic terms appears to be that due to Brown (1966) who included the cubic and quartic terms in F , and noted their effect on the Mie-Lennard-Jones potential parameters. Brown, too, found the xenon and krypton parameters unaffected, the argon parameters little changed and the neon parameters somewhat altered when anharmonic terms were included. In table 5 the results for neon in the harmonic and anharmonic cases are listed for comparison.
The chief difference in treatment is that the exponent m of the Mie-Lennard-Jones potential, equivalent to y here, was held fixed and equal in the two cases. It was this part of the potential which was most markedly changed here. If m had been variable the present results suggest that m would decrease when the anharmonic terms are included. Holding the core steepness fixed hides much of the effect of anharmonicity. Also the present case provides an upper limit to these changes rather than an estimate. At first sight the changes of 6 and rm appear quite opposite for the two potentials. However, had we held y fixed at the harmonic value (at y = 2-11 A-l), then 6 would have increased as the Mie-Lennard-Jones case. However, (r,,/r,) is always increased in contrast to the Mie-Lennard-Jones case. Physically we would expect (r,/rA to increase with the additional vibrational energy.
The dispersion curves for neon
In figure 1 are plotted the calculated dispersion curves along the [loo] and [110] directions for neon with lattice constant a, := 4.462% the a, used by Leake et al. (1969) in their neutron scattering determination of these curves. Three cases are considered : (1) (HA-HA) the harmonic approximation using the Morse potential parameters of table 2 obtained using the harmonic model at 7' = O'K; (ii) (SCHA-HA) the SCHA model with Morse parameters again from table 2 and (iii) (SCHA-SCHA) the SCHA model with Morse parameters from table 3 found fitting a SCHA model to T = 0 OK properties.?
The wide difference between the SCHA-HA and the SCHA-SCHA is to be noted. From a logical point of view, it is not obviously consistent to use one model to obtain the potential and another, usually more sophisticated one, to calculate the dynamics in a highly anharmonic crystal as was don&e in SCHA-HA. Clearly the resulting curves reflect about equally the model used to find the potential and the model used in the dynamics. Also, a potential obtained in a crude model fit to the solid or from a mixture of gas and solid data must be used with caution. Comparison of dispersion curves calculated in various models with experiment using such a potential may not determine the best model. A rather inappropriate approximation may give good agreement by offsetting a particular feature of the potential.
Shown in figure 2 are dispersion curves along the [loo] direction, again for neon at a, = 4.462 R, all calculated in the first-order SCHA approximation using three different Lennard-Jones (12, 6) potentials. These Lennard-Jones potentials were all found by fitting to the 0 OK solid properties Lo and a, but using three different models for the solid at 0 'K.
t In calculating the SCHA cases, we have taken T = O'K whereas experiment was done at T = 47°K. The results of Koehler (1969) indicate that from T = 0-K to 4 . 7 "~ the present SCHA curves would be shifted by about +0.6% Anharmonicity and potentials for the solidiJied inert gases 
Curve A uses the Lennard-Jones potential parameters found by Brown (1966) fitting an anharmonic model. The high value of these curves is due to the large core value 0 = 2.788 8, found which, as discussed in Q 3, seems physically unexpected. Curve B uses the parameters due to Horton and Leech (1963) Leake et al. 1969) for this purpose, gives the best fit. Although there is no first principle justification for choosing potential C it has some justification in this case as the variational Einstein model is perhaps closest to the SCHA model. However, the model is actually somewhere between a HA and SCHA and sufficiently different that the dispersion curves still represent a complicated combination of models.
Conclusion
We may conclude that for a highly anharmonic solid such as neon, the dispersion curves are greatly affected by the model used at T = 0 OK to determine the interatomic potential. For this reason, and from a consistency point of view, it would seem best to use the same model at each point to obtain both the potential and the dispersion curves. The curves would then reflect one model rather than some particular combination of models. Good agreement with experiment should then at least signal a good potential-model combination and probably both a good model and potential if enough properties were compared. Curve SCHA-SCHA for which this was done suggests that the Morse-SCHA combination is not good enough, with the fault probably chiefly due to insisting that the same parameter y fixes the core and long range properties in the potential.
These remarks do not apply to xenon, krypton or, for most properties, to argon. For these solids the difference between the potential parameters in tables 2 and 3, which provide an upper unit to the effects of anharmonicity, show that the harmonic model at T = 0 OK is sufficient.
